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Introduction: Biodiversity is distributed heteroge-
neously across the Earth. There is a high proportion of
species in tropical forests while other areas, like de-
serts and polars regions, are almost devoid of life. The
causes of these global patterns have long been a central
problem of ecologist and biogeographers. In the past
decade, there has been an increase of studies docu-
menting the broad-scale spatial patterns in biodiversity,
its causes, and implications [1]. The average species
richness as function of latitude has been documented
for a wide variety of taxonomic groups including pro-
tists, plants, birds, insects and primates [2,3]. In a
global sense, most biodiversity is concentrated toward
the tropical and near-surface environments. Explaining
such spatial distributions is not easy matter. The envi-
ronments of organisms depend of various components
that interact in complex ways.

The causes of the broad-scale spatial patterns in
biodiversity are current topics of high interest and re-
search. Understanding these causes concerns the past,
present, and future of life on Earth. More than 25 dif-
ferent mechanisms have been suggested to explain why
the tropics are highly diverse [4]. Relationships be-
tween species richness and environmental energy have
mostly been found to be associated with latitudinal,
elevational and depth gradients [5]. However, no single
mechanism fully explains the global distribution of life
on Earth.

This work presents a simple model to explain the
spatial distribution of life on Earth and its potential
distribution on other planetary bodies. The model is
based on the relationship between the physical envi-
ronment and the growth rate of prokaryotes [6]. Only
those physical environment variables related to the
stability and availability of liquid water are considered
because they are usually better known at planetary
scales. The model implications on the past, and current
state of life of Earth and Mars are discussed.

Model Description: The stability of liquid water
on planetary bodies has been considered a criterion of
habitability [7,8,9,10,11]. The habitability criterion is
here extended to the stability and availability of liquid
water for prokaryote growth. Many prokaryotes are
primary producers or sustain mutualistic relations with
primary producers like plants (i.e. nitrogen fixation and
mychorrhiza). Thus, in general, an environment that
supports a high growth rate for prokaryotes will sustain
a larger food chain and biodiversity.

Physical Environment State.  There are many physi-
cal, chemical and biological variables that affect the
growth rate of prokaryotes. In particular, all are af-
fected by temperature and pressure. They thrive within
a thermal range and perform less well as threshold
temperatures are approached. There is considerable
variation between species in the relative importance of
pressure in their physiology. The environment total
pressure limits the state and availability of liquid wa-
ter. However, steady hydrostatic pressure changes have
little or no effect on the growth and metabolism of
most microorganisms. Growth of most terrestrial mi-
croorganisms is retarded between 300 and 400 bars at
303 K [12]. Similar lower pressure limits have not
been established, but in any case, the total environment
pressure should be larger than the vapor pressure of
water to sustain life processes. Therefore, both tem-
perature and pressure have effects on the growth rate
of prokaryotes.
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Fig. 1. Growth temperature diversity of prokaryotes.
The plot shows the minimum growth temperature di-
versity for 134 prokaryote genera (a), the optimum
growth temperature diversity for 400 prokaryote gen-
era (b), and the maximum growth temperature diver-
sity for 181 prokaryote genera (c).

In this work a microbial database of various pro-
karyotes physiological properties was extended and
used to interpret the role of temperature on the biodi-
versity and distribution of life [6]. The database in-
cludes temperature growth conditions for about 600
well-known prokaryote genera (Fig. 1). It shows that
the mean minimum, optimum, and maximum growth
temperatures of prokaryotes are 296, 310, and 325 K,
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respectively. In general, a gaussian distribution can
describe the distribution of prokaryotes as function of
temperature. About 85% of the microbial diversity has
an optimum growth temperature between 295 and 315
K, 14% has an optimum growth temperature over 315
K but only 1% below 295 K.

The database includes data about the microbial di-
versity that has been cultured in the laboratory. It
shows a strong tendency of microbial diversity toward
mesophilic conditions above Earth’s mean surface
temperature of 288 K. Those conditions are more con-
sistent with tropical and subsurface environments. As-
suming that the database is a representative sample of
the microbial population of the biosphere, it means that
although Earth provided a large habitat for prokaryo-
tes, they did not evolve to optimally growth in all the
available environments. This suggests that the bio-
physical limitation of life have been more important in
the biodistribution than the evolutionary adaptations.
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Fig. 2. A Planetary Habitable Zones of Earth's and
Mars' relates the global and average near-surface envi-
ronment of both planets with the water state and pro-
karyotes growth environments. This type of diagram
gives a general panorama of the spatial limits of habi-
tats as a function of the physical environment state
described in terms of pressure and temperature [6].

Availability of Liquid Water. Liquid water is the
major component of living systems. It constitutes 70 to
90% of a cell mass and provides a solvent and trans-
port medium for biochemical reactions. An environ-
ment where liquid water could be stable does not mean
that water or the other requirements of life are avail-
able. Life is also limited by the temporal availability of
liquid water. Water activity (i.e. relative humidity) is a
good descriptor of the available liquid water in the
environment for biological purposes [13]. Most bacte-
ria require a water activity over 0.96 but xerotolerant
fungi can growth at 0.60 using water vapor from the

atmosphere. In a practical sense, this gives a biophysi-
cal limit of 0.6 times the vapor pressure of water as the
minimum environment pressure to support life. A
Planetary Habitable Zones (PHZ) diagram shows these
biophysical limits (Fig. 2).

Conclusion: Based on the physical limits imposed
by supercooled water, growth of life on Earth is re-
stricted in the atmosphere up to 8 km above mean sea
level. Life may also be possible between 35 to 45 km
in the stratosphere under vapor-saturated conditions
and UV protection. A xerophilic prokaryote may have
the physiology to survive such environment. In the
crust, life is limited down to 4 km below the surface by
temperature and pressure. Life in the hydrosphere is
limited down to 10 km below mean sea level by pres-
sure, but not by temperature. On Mars, life will be
limited in the crust from 2 to 10 km below its surface
by temperature and pressure, respectively. This might
include vapor-saturated caves, hydrothermal systems,
and large water reservoirs. The physiology at such
depths may be more similar to the communities of
Earth’s deep-sea habitats.

About 85% of the microbial species have optimum
growth temperatures between 295 to 315 K, just out-
side Earth’s average surface environment of 288 K.
Therefore, the current surface state of our planet is not
in an optimum condition for prokaryotic life, which are
or sustain primary producers. Thus, a planet with an
average surface temperature closer to 310 K might
provide a better habitat and sustain a larger biodiver-
sity than Earth’s current state. Such conditions might
be representative of extrasolar planets or Earth’s past
environments.
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